Black Lives Matter - Long Island (BLM-LI)

Description: #BlackLivesMatter was started as an outcry against the murder and dehumanization Trayvon Martin. The movement was started by 3 women Patrisse Cullors, Opal Tometi, and Alicia Garza. This movement is for black liberation. We are against racist police violence and the criminalization of our black and brown citizens.

We understand the structural and systematic racism that plagues this country which disproportionately affects black people and black communities. Black Lives Matter is a unique contribution that goes beyond extrajudicial killings of Black people by police and vigilantes. It goes beyond the narrow nationalism that can be prevalent within some Black communities, which merely call on Black people to love Black, live Black and buy Black, keeping straight cis Black men in the front of the movement while our sisters, queer and trans and disabled folk take up roles in the background or not at all. Black Lives Matter affirms the lives of Black queer and trans folks, disabled folks, Black-undocumented folks, folks with records, women and all Black lives along the gender spectrum. It centers those that have been marginalized within Black liberation movements. It is a tactic to (re)build the Black liberation movement

It is our duty to fight for our freedom.
It is our duty to win.
We must love each other and support each other.
We have nothing to lose but our chains.

-Assata Shakur

Contact:
Email: blm.sbu@gmail.com
Twitter: @blm_stonybrook
FB: Black Lives Matter - Stony Brook Chapter
Tumblr: blmsbu
Sister to Sister: Black Women Solidarity
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A Litany for Survival :: Audre Lorde

For those of us who live at the shoreline
standing upon the constant edges of decision
crucial and alone
for those of us who cannot indulge
the passing dreams of choice
who love in doorways coming and going
in the hours between dawns
looking inward and outward
at once before and after
seeking a now that can breed
futures
like bread in our children's mouths
so their dreams will not reflect
the death of ours;

For those of us
who were imprinted with fear
like a faint line in the center of our foreheads
learning to be afraid with our mother's milk.

for by this weapon
this illusion of some safety to be found
the heavy-footed hoped to silence us
For all of us
this instant and this triumph
We were never meant to survive.

And when the sun rises we are afraid
it might not remain
when the sun sets we are afraid
it might not rise in the morning
when our stomachs are full we are afraid
of indigestion
when our stomachs are empty we are afraid
we may never eat again
when we are loved we are afraid
love will vanish
when we are alone we are afraid
love will never return
and when we speak we are afraid
our words will not be heard
nor welcomed
but when we are silent
we are still afraid.

So it is better to speak
remembering
we were never meant to survive
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RACIAL CAPITALISM
(CONTINUED)

The pipeline to prison is often built with penalties against ordinary citizens of color for minor infractions. Exorbitant court fines and tickets serve not only to defray the costs of municipal operations; when directed at economically vulnerable populations, they can often mean the effective incarceration of entire communities. In Ferguson, Missouri in 2015, “court fines deriving from motor vehicle violations were 21% of revenue, accounting for the equivalent of more than 81% of police salaries before overtime.” Not paying these fines or appearing in court leads to arrest warrants, and in December 2014 the Ferguson police “department had 16,000 outstanding arrest warrants, mostly for minor offenses. 95% of traffic stops were directed at Black drivers.” “According to the US census bureau, while there are 1,182 African American women between the ages of 25-34 living in Ferguson, there are only 577 African American men in this age group. More than 40 percent of Black men in both the 20-24 and the 35-44 age groups in Ferguson are missing.”

Ferguson is merely a snapshot of the national trend. Across the country 1.5 million Black men are in prison—roughly one out of every six black men, and black folks are incarcerated at a rate 6 times higher than that of whites. Perhaps the history of racial capitalist imperatives explains why the US has such staggering incarceration rates relative to other nations: Americans go to jail over 11 million times per year, and “the US criminal justice system holds more than 2.3 million people in 1,719 state prisons, 102 federal prisons, 2,259 juvenile correctional facilities, 3,283 local jails, and 79 Indian Country jails as well as in military prisons, immigration detention facilities, civil commitment centers, and prisons in the US territories.” The US has the most incarcerated people in the world, housing 22% of the world’s prisoners while the US only has 4.4% of the world’s population. Companies both inside and out of the US vie for obtaining prison contracts for the use of cheap prison labor, which makes mass incarceration a global economic strategy for increased profits. “In the 1980s, the variety of corporations making money from prisons is truly dizzying, ranging from Dial Soap to Famous Amos cookies, from AT&T to health care providers... In 1995 Dial Soap sold $100,000 worth of its product to the New York City jail system alone... When VitalPro Foods of Montreal, Canada, contracted to supply inmates in the state of Texas with its soy-based meat substitute, the contract was worth $34 million a year.

The movement for Black lives has issued a clarion call around the crisis of state-sponsored violence in our country. But this phenomenon will never be adequately understood and reversed until it is articulated with the history of chattel slavery, waged exploitation, and imprisonment generated by the logic of racial capitalism. As Michelle Alexander writes: “Today, a criminal freed from prison has scarcely more rights, and arguably less respect, than a freed slave or a black person living ‘free’ in Mississippi at the height of Jim Crow.” As a generation, we can either watch our sisters and brothers continually slide in a retrograde motion behind our ancestors, or we can dare to interrogate institutions like the police, the prison system, and the private ownership of the means of production that make it impossible for Black people to breathe.
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Marsha P. Johnson

Marsha was born New Jersey, and after being estranged from her family in her late teens, found her way to New York City’s Greenwich Village.

Participated in the Stonewall Riots, often credited with throwing the first brick during the police raid on the Stonewall Inn.

Founder of STAR House (Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries) along with Sylvia Rivera (also a member of the Young Lords), aiming to house homeless LGBTQ youth, funded by her and other members’ sex work.

Sex Worker throughout her life. Often picked up by NYPD officers, arrested, and forcibly medicated by court orders. She would randomly be released, and would spend weeks on the street strutted out by the force fed “medication” and other questionable “treatments” (possibly also including electroshock therapy).

Ostracized from the Gay community despite being a central figure to early gay liberation and resistance in NY because she did not fit the respectability and assimilationist political that ended up co-opting the “gay rights” movement for “marriage equality” and inclusion in the military.

Religious. Eclectic belief system “covered all of her bases” Her faith practice often found her in Churches, Temples, and in the park, praying prostrate in a velvet dress throwing glitter towards the altar AND/OR demanding articles of clothing be sacrificed to Neptune/Her Father by throwing them in the river.

Homeless, lived with friends, often slept under flower shop benches. She wore flowers in her hair.

A part of the performance group Hot Peaches, singing never quite on pitch but with presence and passion. A figure larger than life, oft revered as a goddess or saint of Christopher Street. People knew her in the streets, and in the theater.

HIV+, engaged in early HIV/AIDS activism through ACT UP and other orgs.

Her death was never properly investigated, ruled a suicide, case was closed immediately. Her death is largely believed to be a homicide that the police failed to investigate because of her status as a homeless, black, trans, sex worker. In 2013, her case was reopened.

entire Black family. If working conditions for (mostly) men in factories were terrible, the plight of Black women who were largely employed as domestic workers was not much better (in 1940, 60% of Black women were domestic workers and 16% still worked in fields and in 1960 at least 1/3 of Black women still worked as domestics). While activism around the early women’s suffrage movement claimed to emancipate women, only middle class White women saw many of these benefits and as more and more White women worked outside the home, non-White women and immigrants were largely employed to take their place in the home. We must understand clearly that, from Jim Crow to Northern ghettos, the social and economic problems Black people faced have never been satisfactorily addressed by the exclusive push for legal recognition. As the conditions of Black labor in the industrial North demonstrate, “formal equality” in a racist capitalist system most often translates into the subordination of the masses of non-White workers.

While the 60s are largely remembered for their radical fervor and militancy, with Nixon’s presidency in 1968 we begin to see a “conservative backlash” to the changes in public consciousness about racial justice in the United States. As Taylor writes, “from the anti-war movement to the struggle for women’s liberation, the Black movement was a conduit for questioning American democracy and capitalism.” Following these post-Vietnam challenges, the Republican party mobilized what they called a “socialist strategy,” which was a move to grab the poor and working class White democrats disillusioned with the Democratic party after the war. This meant they wanted to appeal to the resentment of lost jobs due to deindustrialization and play up racist rhetoric around “who was taking whose jobs.” Famously Nixon called this group of disaffected potential Republicans “the silent majority” who were not represented by the “vocal minority” of the 60s freedom movements. As in the postbellum South, this is a tactic of divide and conquer used against those who might begin to build coalitions to challenge the status quo.

The collective actions—particularly those by Detroit factory workers and federal postal workers—grabbed the attention of Nixon and those on the right because they directly affected the national economy as well as revealed the hypocrisy of the rhetoric of the “silent majority.” Under Nixon’s regime, many of the gains for public welfare that the freedom movement pressured Johnson to enact were dismantled, but because of the real increasing wage gap and unemployment in the United States, it had to be done under the guise of “restoring law and order” to a nation in “shambles” after the Vietnam war.

Using the rhetoric of “law and order” would become the strategy not only of the openly conserva-
tive Nixon, but also the later strategy of Reagan and Clinton, as Taylor writes, “using racial codes and innuendo to build a case against programs that benefit poor and working-class whites, while under-
mining the potential for solidarity among those who have the most to gain by uniting and the most to lose by continuing to be divided.” Instead of using explicitly racist rhetoric to enact enhanced public control and welfare cutbacks, Nixon cited rising crime rates and played on the fear that the country was spiraling out of control to justify increased spending on police and public surveillance. Just before Nixon took office and right after Martin Luther King Jr. was murdered, L. B. Johnson passed the “Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1965,” which Nixon and later presidents were able to utilize to integrate the FBI into local law enforcement and increase the spending on police. In less than a decade after the bill’s passing the federal government spent $7.8 billion increasing law enforcement agencies and prisons.

Shifting from openly racist rhetoric to colorblind “law and order” rhetoric where “criminals” are punished, “allowed the government to justify putting down political unrest, while at the same time giving the illusion that the United States was a ‘post-race,’ meritocratic, and progressive country—even when “over the course of the 1970s, a Black man’s chance of being murdered was six to eight times greater than that of a white man.” And if the United States is a place where if you work hard you will succeed and institutional racism has been dismantled, then any social problems are only the problem of the individual and there is no need for social welfare programs—enter the 1980s the legal restructuring through Clinton and the dismantling of public welfare.

The rhetoric of law and order conceals the true function of the prison-industrial complex, which is to make use of the vast pool of Black and Brown labor left by the flight of capital from America’s industrial centers to cheaper, less-regulated labor markets overseas. Prison work represents a reversal of the delicate gains won by American organized labor in the earlier half of the 20th century. From a 1997 pamphlet on the prison industrial complex written by Linda Evans and Eve Goldberg:

For private business prison labor is like a pot of gold. No strikes. No union organizing. No health benefits, unemployment insurance, or workers’ compensation to pay. No language barriers, as in foreign countries. New Leviathan prisons are being built on thousands of eerie acres of factories...Prisoners do data entry for Chevron, make telephone reservations for TWA, raise hogs, shovel manure, and make circuit boards, limousines, waterbeds, and lingerie for Victoria’s Secret, all at a fraction of the cost of free labor.
RACIAL CAPITALISM (CONTINUED)

and the spring of 1963, [got] 20,000 men, women, and children arrested. In 1963 alone, another 15,000 were imprisoned, and 1,000 desegregation protests occurred across the region, in more than 100 cities." In response to this mass political protest, JFK promised to sign a strong civil rights bill, which because of his assassination did not actually come to fruition until LBJ took office and signed the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which formally dismantled Jim Crow segregation laws. Following continued black political protest and in particular Martin Luther King’s campaign with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the famous march from Selma to Montgomery—the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was signed. This law was supposed to mandate federal review of all state and local voting regulations to ensure that people were not racially barred from their 15th amendment right to vote.

While the Civil Rights Act and Voting Rights Act are normally given as the foci of civil rights organizing in the 60s, economic issues and a critique of capitalism were just as central for its most progressive voices. Given the history of the convict lease system, the highly racialized and gendered nature of domestic work, and the fact that Black workers have been and continue to be the last hired and the first fired, it should be no surprise that labor conditions and a larger critique of capitalism have been central in radical Black politics. As Martin Luther King put it in 1966, you can’t talk about solving the economic problem of the Negro without talking about billions of dollars. You can’t talk about ending the slums without first saying profit must be taken out of the slums. You’re really tampering and getting on dangerous ground because you are messing with folk then. You are messing with captains of industry. Now this means that we are treading in difficult water, because it really means that we are saying that something is wrong with capitalism.

It was this kind of remarks about the need for restructuring society that especially made MLK a target and shortly after these remarks led to his assassination. It was on the heels of the development of a “Poor People’s” coalitional movement including poor Blacks, Appalachian Whites, Mexican Americans, Puerto Rican Americans, and Native Americans that the ensuing era of mass incarceration would begin after “Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968” signed by LBJ—purportedly as a response to the assassination of MLK.

Only weeks after MLK was assassinated, Black workers at the Detroit Dodge Main plant staged a wildcat strike against inhumane working conditions. Following this, workers formed DRUM, the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement. This spurred many other Revolutionary Union Movements to begin at other automobile manufacturing plants, which eventually organized themselves under a larger coordinating organization called the League of Revolutionary Black Workers. While 2.5 million African Americans in 1968 belonged to the national trade union the AFL-CIO, they were not represented in the leadership of the union nor were their interests made a priority. To give you some perspective of the increasingly intensified exploitation of auto workers, whose constituents were disproportionately black, and thus able to be seen as “justifiably exploitable”—In 1946, some 550,000 auto workers had produced a little more than 3 million vehicles, but in 1970 some 750,000 auto workers had produced a little more than 8 million vehicles. Management credited this much high productivity per worker to its improved managerial techniques and new machinery (or “automation”). Workers, on the other hand, claimed the higher productivity was primarily a result of their being forced to work harder and faster under increasingly unsafe and unhealthy conditions. This was the yield of a national production process that killed more auto workers per year than soldiers killed or injured during the war in Vietnam, according to an important study done in 1973, called the Health Research Group Study of Disease among Workers in the auto industry, which drew from data from the National Institute of Occupation Safety and Health. These auto jobs tended to pay between $3.60 and $3.94 per hour. In the period between 1946 and 1969 wages had only increased by 25% while profits increased 77%. The industry moaned about its cycle of booms and busts, but in 1970 General Motors remained the nation’s (and the world’s) largest manufacturing enterprises. Ford was the third largest. And Chrysler, “the weaker sister,” was fifth."

So, if black folks now had access to urban industrial jobs, the majority of their actual life prospects were not much improved from working in fields—no matter what location, north or south, field or factory. Black labor was super-exploited and has consistently been the backbone of North American capitalism as a source of cheap, labor double as “reservable” populations, whether black, immigrant, or just poor. And according to Angela Davis, in “The Meaning of Emancipation According to Black Women,” the racial-capitalist production process engulphed the

1945 - 1992

Marsha "Pay It No Mind" Johnson is a black, trans*, sex worker, ancestor, saint, goddess, movement worker, central to queer and trans liberation. She survived in our world of white cis ablest fuckdom and general assholiness through radical, bottomless love. It is this essence that is the real stuff that makes and sustains movement work. In living her truth, while making space and time to care for her fellow homeless queer/trans street queens/street kids, she motioned towards something more for our world of endless violence; a world where black, queer, trans, disabled lives truly matter. Despite profoundly inhumane living conditions, she was able to see beyond the confines of her moment and the vision of those around her (i.e. the mainstream gay rights movement)—a true visionary, spiritually and politically. We look to her legacy as symbolic and spiritual inspiration to animate our work in the movement for black lives.
are found to what Frantz Fanon called the “zone of nonbeing.” As always under racial capitalism, the poverty and political dependency of Sierra Leone and Haiti have certain economic, social, and psychological implications for US Blacks; thus, we cannot successfully confine the struggle for the validity of Black life to North American shores.

II. JIM CROW, OLD AND NEW

After Reconstruction and the creation of the Freedmen’s Bureau, Southern conservatives sought to “reinvent” the South and reverse any gains towards racial equality, leading to the birth of the Ku Klux Klan, which used terrorist methods to frighten anyone who wanted to take advantage of Reconstruction. The KKK was eventually successful in driving out federal troops and federal enforcement of federal civil rights legislation. Instead, “vagrancy laws and other laws defining activities such as ‘mischief’ and ‘insulting gestures’ as crimes were enforced vigorously against blacks.” The effort to criminalize these petty “crimes” led to the rise of a convict lease market where prisoners were auctioned off to laborers and hands to work off their fines and debts to the courts and jails.

The convict leasing system put the recently freed black right back into labor camps and the same Southern plantations and corporations they sought to leave. Working conditions as a convict were just as harsh as under slavery, and it was not common to completely work off your “debt”—given the very low wages, absence of legal rights—and be returned to whatever freedom was granted to you. Ironically, this unfree condition was enshrined in the 13th amendment, which abolished slavery, except as punishment for crimes. During this Southern “Redemption” period after the Reconstruction era, “the convict population grew ten times faster than the general population.” This new convict labor system was a new way of organizing racial capitalism such that extremely cheap labor could be taken from black communities with close to no compensation, keeping southern plantations and corporations afloat.

Accompanying Southern Redemption tactics were new ideologies that aimed in different ways to mitigate the extreme effects of racist reaction. While educated White liberals from the north saw the struggle to re-instantiate formal rights for African Americans and saw that as the primary means to attain racial equality, the newly formed Populist party focused on class inequalities as barriers to racial integration. It was the Populist party that most southern African Americans felt had their interests in mind rather than the paternalistic and formalistic northern liberals. Populists wanted to bring solidarity between the poor and the poor.

The Populist party was a major threat to the dominant Southern oligarchy. Segregation laws became tools of the politically powerful and wealthy whites that wanted to drive a wedge between poor and working class people along racial lines. This new legal order, known as Jim Crow (after a minstrel show character), eventually undermined the radical potential of the Populist party as the poor whites thought they had something to gain by supporting segregation. Legal scholar and activist, Michelle Alexander, reminds us of the horrific social consequences of this strategy of the Southern capitalist class—by the turn of the 20th century, every state in the South had laws on the books that disenfranchised blacks and discriminated against them in virtually every sphere of life, lending sanction to a racial ostracism that extended to schools, churches, housing, jobs, restaurants, hotels, bars, and cemeteries.

While most people cite the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision calling for the desegregation of schools as the beginning of the end of segregation, Jim Crow actually showed signs of weakness earlier. Because of major industrialization in the northern US following the end of slavery, the first “great migration” of Southern blacks to the north followed WWI in response to the millions of factory and war jobs increasing the share of the labor market. The second wave of migration during and after WWII, bringing more African Americans to the North and the West Coast. As African Americans got jobs in urban areas, a Black middle class emerged, mushrooming the membership of organizations like the NAACP. Throughout the first half of the 20th century, the NAACP was highly successful in their legal campaign to get Jim Crow laws off the books, and in 1920 had 90,000 members. While such organizations often struggled for full inclusion in the (consummer) American Dream, Black Americans continued to be excluded from the larger mainstream. Following WWII, many returning Black Gls were struck by the hypocrisy of being asked to risk their lives to protect a country that systematically denied them their rights and humanity. This led to increasing criticism of “American exceptionalism,” in other words, a criticism of the rhetoric of the US as the “democratic” leader of the “free world,” which was manifestly not the lived reality of the majority of non-white citizens.

Just as southern whites released a violent backlash after the Reconstruction era and the dismantling of chattel slavery, there was a newfound White supremacist rigor following the Brown v Board decision and its impending federal imposition on southern states. Public violence and bombings of both private houses and churches increased against black populations. In response to the increased anti-black violence following the Brown v Board decision, there was another rise in radical black political activism which resulted in civil disobedience and protests that “between autumn 1961
RACIAL CAPITALISM (CONT'D)

foredooms the racial-capitalist system. Before unpacking the implications of all this for today's Black Liberation Struggle, let's take a look at how the two sides of this antagonism have developed historically.

On the side of a White capitalist order that adheres to what, in more recent times, has come to be known as Herrenvolk democracy, the state ensures the relative privilege of even the most exploit- ed segments of labor as long as they belong to the race of the politically dominant group. By integrating poor White farmers into the market economy, entrepreneurs and redacting their class frustrations into racial violence against Blacks, and by plowing much of their own profits into the emerging nexus of industry and banking in the North, the Southern slavery merely followed the more general pattern of New World slave systems—all of which supported the rise of industrial capital in their respective mother countries, while racially dividing the domestic working class as a whole. Everyone seemingly benefited from the labor of Blacks but Blacks themselves. However, as the Free Labor movement indicates, the short-term benefits of Whiteness had long-term negative consequences for the employability and wage levels of poor Southern Whites in the newly acquired territories of an expanding American republic.

The preeminent historian of Black uprisings, revolutionary theorist and organizer CLR James, gives us some sense of the conditions that pushed Blacks to spontaneous mass rebellion. His descrip- tion is of conditions in Haiti, but the comparative brutality of slave regimes throughout the Western hemisphere is a question of kind (of agricultural regime) and not degree of 'harshness'.

Their work began at day-break: at eight they stopped for a short breakfast and worked again till midday. They began again at two o’clock and worked until seven or eight, and again until eleven. Working like animals, the slaves were housed like animals, in huts built around a square, packed with provisions and fruit (... Of the food) they were given half-a-dozen pints of coarse flour, rice, or paste, or, if provisioned, and half-a-dozen herring. Worn out by their labours all through the day and far into the night, many neglected to cook and ate the food raw. The ration was so small and given to them so irregularly that often the last half of the week found them with nothing.

This is the picture of more than just economic exploitation. The slave system aspired to claim the entire being of the enslaved African. It denied her protection from the courts, and so naturally her labor-power was sucked dry with no recompense. But it also blocked all legal means of advancement beyond the slave’s station, even after her manumission: the conviction of many historical slave systems, the legal possibility of assimilation, was rarely faced with the problem of slaves deemed unassimilable by virtue of their birth, and never the problem on this scale. The authorist Orlando Patterson refers to slavery as a form of social death, in which the basic protections afforded to the bodily and psychological integrity of human beings are systematically denied to human beings branded as property. Robinson provides a long history for the development of this condition, from the emergence of the Christian nationalism of the Portuguese state against the backdrop of African Muslim domination, to the collective amnesia of European modernity with respect to the high civilizations produced by colonized peoples. This can be seen as the process of producing the Negro, a person without history and thus without agency, who is singularly suited to the worst forms of labor.

Fighting against this myth, the Black radical historiography I’ve been describing has always insisted militantly on the agency of Black peoples. While the popular understanding of Emancipation’s causes gives most, if not all, the credit to the military superiority of the Union, Robinson redounds to the day that in this case, as in all cases of Blacks themselves was central. He notes that in Black Reconstruction, Du Bois makes the widespread abandonment of plantations and the participation of Blacks in armed struggle against the Confederacy the decisive elements in the Union victory. The smaller-scale strategies of everyday enslaved Africans ranged from marronage (the establishment of Maroon communities), to individual flight, to sabotage of tools and work slowdowns; in turn, on the plantations, the revolts and agitations of these people produced tracts, agitated, and sometimes took arms on behalf of the members of their race in shackles. None of this is to minimize the contributions of William Lloyd Garrison, John Brown, or the Union soldiers. It’s to highlight what’s been covered over by Eurocentric school curricula.

To conclude this section, we can see the importance of the principle taken up by #BlackLivesMatter: recognizing the interconnections among the struggles of African descend- ed peoples across the globe. When the racist shifts the responsibility for Black American poverty onto cultural deficiencies, this is only a variation on the lie that condemns Black people wherever we

1984 – May 4th Angela Davis visits SBU for Black Women’s Weekend.
1985 – May, Student demonstration calls for divestiture of South African investments First Annual.
1987 – April into May, Graduate Students protest outside Administration Building by setting up, maintaining and living in Tent City symbolic representing their struggle for living wages, benefits, affordable on-campus housing and habitable living conditions.
1989 – 200 Pro-choice activists gather at Staller Plaza for rally.
1989 – December, Stony Brook hosts an Alternative Media Conference with Represent- atives from Berkley’s Slingshot Collective, N.Y.C., Boston, and Vermont that included workshops and talks from Bob Lederer of AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power (ACT-UP). Lederer invited participants to the famous St. Patrick’s Cathedral protest taking place the next day.
1990 – About 20 students representing several organizations on campus protest R.O.T.C. table in Student Union.
1991 – In April Students take over President’s Office for two days to protest proposed tuition increase.
1992 – March, Over 100 student protest outside Student Union over planned $800 tuition increase. “No way, we won’t pay.”
1993 – Haitian Student Organization initiates rally to protest the confinement of HIV positive Haitian political refugees at Guantanamo Bay. 1993 – March, 10,000 Students and Faculty from CUNY and Stony Brook march on City Hall in Manhattan in response to Governor Pataki’s tuition hikes. “They say cut back, we say fight back!” Among the largest demonstration against budget cuts in NYS history. September, SUNY/CUNY recognized by Mother Jones as “#1 activist in the nation.”
2000 – The Wo/men’s Center (what would become the Women and Gender Resource Center (WGRC) and eventually the Center for Prevention and Outreach) is founded.
2003 – February, Vigil for Student Drop-outs, demonstration against another round of Governor Pataki’s tuition hikes.
2007 – January, Killer Coke Campaign kicks off at Stony Brook with Day of Action in solidarity with 16 campuses around the country. Stony Brook demonstrators take part in a die-in.
2008 – Stony Brook ends contract with Coca-cola, and switched to Pepsi.
2010 – 20 Students from across campus, including organizing directors of the RA Union, protest Tuition hikes and budget cuts on the Research and Development Campus.
2011 – Fall, Occupy Stony Brook convenes. Banner Drop on Javits, Staller.
November, Slutwalk at SBU.
March, close to 2,000 students and organizations from across CUNY, SUNY come together with the New York Students Rising coalition to occupy, demonstrate, and hold a teach-in at the Capitol Building in Albany, New York.
2012 – Spring, Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance, Social Justice Alliance lead a four-day series centered Discussions on Police Brutality that include rally, teach-in, and Vigil for victims of police brutality.
2013 – First Free University, Graduate Student Employee Union holds Grade-in Administration Building.
2014 – ‘Change the Fees’ Action organized by the Graduate Student Employee Union, calling attention to their expense.
of huge profits by imprisoned workers. The large-scale criminalization of Black subjects, a lucrative alternative to massive social investment in Black communities ravaged by anarchic corporate and governmental policies, singles out the prison industry as the most recent bulwark

I. THE GLOBAL DIVISION OF LABOR AND ITS BLACK RADICAL CRITIQUE

From its crude beginnings in the plunders that accompanied the Portuguese Voyages of Discovery, and the slave-supported merchant activity of the Italian city-states, to the rise of the prison-industrial complex in the 20th century, the relationship of the capitalist world order to the masses of nonwhite peoples is best characterized as a relation of underdevelopment, a long-term intervention in another society’s process of social and economic growth that reverses its course. The Guianese historian and revolutionary Walter Rodney understood this obverse, development, as part of the natural activity of the human species: at first facing a hostile, mythologized world, human societies tend gradually to master their environments and humanize nature as far as is necessary to sustain their capacity for life. This capacity for development is distributed evenly among the species. However, Rodney notes that historically it is realized very unevenly: the African civilization of ancient Egypt, which attained a high level of social stratification, economic development, and technical innovation, stands in stark contrast to the contemporary hunter-gatherer societies of the British Isles and southern Africa.

Rodney finds it necessary to make this point because of the tendency of Eurocentric historians to attribute the relative lack of material development of colonized peoples to what we might call their lack of internal dynamism. Unlike many European states, Africa had not properly passed into the capitalist stage of technical development by the initial encounters of the 15th century; by the late 19th century, this fact, compounded by the effects of the slave trade on the continent, will be distorted into evidence of the inherent backwardness of African peoples, of the impossibility of their keeping pace with a rapidly modernizing world. From this flawed standpoint, it became possible for a capitalist class puffed up by historic profits from slavery and colonial monopolies to imagine themselves members of a world racial vanguard, and thus to characterize European world domination as a benevolent project—the largely altruistic project of civilizing nonwhites and, failing that, making the best possible use of their labor.

But the evidence amassed by Black radical historians tells a very different story. Far from improving the material conditions and strengthening the social coherence of African and diaspora communities, the related systems of slavery and imperialism have had largely disintegrative effects on the nonwhite societies under their charge. At the same time, they have reaped massive profits for European merchants, planters, and captains of industry, profits that were integral to the rise of modern industrial cities like Liverpool and Bristol. To paraphrase Kwame Ture (Stokely Carmichael), of the two antagonists, it was not the African who was in need of civilizing. We will now briefly describe how these systems of domination, colonialism and slavery, are mutually implicated.

The dynamic of underdevelopment is especially evident in the African context where, to the degree that technological modernization took place in the colonies, it was primarily oriented to profit maximization for European companies and then to the various human needs of the technicians, bureaucrats, and white workers who coalesced around the imperative of expanding the imperial markets. Colonialism, Rodney claimed, promised liberation from pre-capitalist conditions but instead delivered a system that impoverished African peoples’ labor and natural resources, while reducing the numbers of schools, social institutions, and even average nutritional levels on the continent; far below precolonial levels. Most importantly for understanding the American slave system, in the pre- and proto-colonial periods, the human resources of an entire continent were ripped from its villages, towns and cities by the millions—a crippling blow to societies already fragmented and technologically disorganized relative to the more advanced colonial powers. And partly on the basis of this impoverished and disorganized Black labor, the European nation-states would develop navies, armies, and military technologies that dramatically streamlined the colonial wars of conquest. The process of African colonization—and, by implication, the contemporary powerlessness of the indigenous peoples of the continent—is thus intimately connected with the Triangular Trade that brought Blacks to the US.

Like colonialism, slavery in the Western Hemisphere was characterized by hyperexploitative practices that severely underdeveloped the diaspora populations it produced. According to Eric Williams, the historian and first Prime Minister of Trinidad, by the 1680s African labor began to supplant low-wage White labor in the colonies for the cultivation of cash crops. From the middle to late 17th century, the total exports of the colonies of Virginia and Maryland increased by six times; Williams attributes this to the low overhead of plantation enterprises that used unpaid labor in the tobacco fields. The early economic success of the US colonies, so essential to their later independence, is thus inseparable from their character as slave societies. Meanwhile, as Williams reminds us, the Black populations of these states increased from one-twentieth to one-fourth during the same period. Taken together, these facts—the fabulous wealth and power of the slaveocracy, alongside the exponential growth of the Black population in response to the demand for ever-greater profits in the international cotton and tobacco industries—illustrate the fundamental contradiction that Robinson believed
RACIAL CAPITALISM
FROM SLAVERY
TO MASS INCARCERATION

Capitalism is the private ownership of the means of production; its end, as Marx reminds us, is the valorization of value, or the production of profit for the owners, and not the human beings whose needs it only incidentally and very irrationally meets. Political scientist Cedric Robinson, in his controversial work Black Marxism, conceives of racial capitalism as a modern world-system built primarily on the hyper-exploitation of African labor—the maintenance of an enslaved and/or destitute Black labor force that generates massive profits for the (predominately White) capitalist class. In particular, he takes slavery in the Western hemisphere to be the necessary precondition for the dizzying advances in industry, finance capital, and world trade that tilted the axis of geopolitical power from the European empires to the North American capitalist states in the twentieth century. He further claims that, since the devaluation of Black labor draws its legitimacy from the dehumanization of Black persons, the racial capitalist regime necessarily sows its own destruction: the racial construction of the “Negro” as a subhuman instrument in need of White leadership, or as a genetic threat to White purity, so thoroughly pervades antiblack societies that it spontaneously generates the resistance of the Black masses on social, political-economic, and aesthetic fields of battle. Racial capitalism bears a fateful enemy—the Black radical standpoint—within the bowels of its general production process. It remains a question whether the recent uprisings in Ferguson and Baltimore were the latest expressions of this basic contradiction.

This collaborative essay will attempt to trace Robinson’s thesis through the works of theorists in the Black Radical and Civil Rights traditions, providing a brief history of the development of the racial-capitalist order along with an analysis of its implications for the attempt of organizations like #BlackLivesMatter, Dream Defenders, and Black Youth Project 100 to rebuild the Black Liberation movement—a movement shattered by the Cold War Machiavellianism of Hoover’s FBI, and Nixon’s and Reagan’s crass racial opportunism: a movement dissolved in the confluence of deindustrialization, the War on Drugs, and the hyper-exploitive labor practices that fuel 21st-century mass incarceration. Drawing on Angela Davis, Walter Rodney, Michelle Alexander, and Eric Williams, inter alia, we will try to demonstrate the validity of Robinson’s thesis by showing, first, how the racialized division of global labor emerged, with attention to the necessity of slavery for the rise of the modern European bourgeoisie; as well as the simultaneous explosion of a Eurocentric historiography and popular worldview that inscribed Blacks outside the spheres of Progress, Reason, and Humanity. But we will also extract the core of Black cultural and political resistance generated by the pressures of our social alienation. Exploring Black patterns of resistance from manumission to slave uprisings, from tract writing to fleeing and fighting Confederates, we hope to provide a broad historical context for our contemporary movement’s principle of Unapologetic Blackness.

The second section will follow this logic through the period after American Reconstruction, when new forms of legal bondage and extra-legal terrorism colluded to keep Blacks in a general state of semi-slavery. Moving North, we will discuss the hyper-exploitation and eventual abandonment of transplanted Black labor by industrial capital that took place alongside the struggle for formal equality in the Civil Rights Era, and pose the question of the limitations of liberal approaches to the Freedom Movement. Finally, in the rise of the prison-industrial complex out of the ashes of Northern industry, we will see the mobility of degraded Black labor in the production of the racial division of labor, of huge profits by imprisoned workers. The large-scale criminalization of Black subjects, a lucrative alternative to massive social investment in Black communities ravaged by anarchic corporate and governmental policies, singles out the prison industry as the

I will not have my life narrowed down. I will not bow down to somebody else's whim or to someone else's ignorance.

-bell hooks
A BRIEF CRITICAL HISTORY OF LONG ISLAND

by M.K.

The term gentrification was coined in 1964 by the sociologist Ruth Glass to refer to the displacement of working-class Londoners from their neighborhoods by incoming upper- and middle-class residents. In the American context, gentrification is often seen as the other side of a process called white flight, which describes the large-scale pattern of white migration from established urban centers like New York City, Detroit, and Atlanta to suburban developments during the mid-20th century. Gentrification reverses this process through an influx of younger, economically mobile residents back into the same inner cities from which their parents and grandparents may have fled. The incentive for doing so is the lower rent and property values available in areas predominantly occupied by people of color, which were previously seen as undesirable "slums" or "ghettos." African-American, Puerto Rican and immigrant families who flooded into America’s urban centers seeking opportunity, only to find limited prospects in a racially segregated, de-industrialized and decaying inner city are now being pressured to leave their suddenly sought-after homes and properties. One of the most dramatic examples of this dynamic is right on the western doorstep of Long Island in the New York City borough of Brooklyn.

Although gentrification in New York City has received a lot of attention recently, it is, for instance, the impetus behind Mayor Bill de Blasio’s ambitious and controversial housing re-zoning plan, the roll of suburban Long Island in this phenomenon is often left unexamined. One recent illustration of the issue can be gleaned from the 2015 Oscar-nominated film, Brooklyn, based on Irish author Colm Tóibín’s 2009 novel of the same name. Whatever the merits of the novel, the movie comes across as curiously one-dimensional. It tells the story of a bright young Irish woman who immigrates to Brooklyn in the early 1950s and falls in love with an Italian-American plumber. With actors of color exclusively relegated to the background as servants, moving-set pieces, the film comes off as an out of touch, Make-America-Great-Again pavan to the heroic hard work and struggle of the now disappearing white working class. One scene, the couple comes out to an empty plot of land that they have purchased on Long Island and imagines their future with a family in a beautiful suburban home. It is, in the words of F. Scott Fitzgerald, a vision of their own private slice of the "fresh, green breast of the New World."

The scene, familiar as it is to the sentiments of American moviegoers, conceals the actual history of Long Island that precipitated its explosion of suburban residential development during the latter half of the 20th century. Discovered in 1609 by an expedition of the Dutch East India Company led by Henry Hudson, Long Island was of course not empty before the arrival of Europeans but rather, in the words of one 17th-century observer, "inhabited from one end to the other" by at least thirteen distinct Native American tribes. Dutch colonization began in 1620, but Long Island and Manhattan came under complete British control in 1664. We are told to appreciate the operation of the "Divine Hand" of God that has always made space for the British in North America by "remaining or cutting off the Indians: either by wars, one with another, or by some raging mortal disease." If, according to Thompson himself, it is not exactly God that ceded the Province of New York to the British, we can rest assured that its lands were legitimately purchased by the Europeans from its indigenous inhabitants. "The price to be paid was always agreed upon by the parties, and good faith, it is believed, was in most cases observed on the part of the white people." A letter from a Dutch settler in 1626 pegs the price paid for the island of Manhattan at a value of 60 guilders, or $24.4 Good faith on the part of the white people indeed.

Dialogue (continued).

G: So just confirming that is about displacement for anyone curious. Gentrification ideology alive a well...

R: A little bit further along, the article states that an “ancillary policy of project” is to remedy LI status as underserved with rental housing generally—in other words, all of Long Island needs more rental housing, not just Wyandanch, which is why they are not restricting the new housing to Wyandanch or Town of Babylon Residents, all LI needs “affordable” housing—so pretty much they are saying “All Long Island Matters.”

G: oh g’d...

R: There’s a bit from a local historian that points towards how Wyandanch first branded itself as having wide streets aimed to cater to car owners who commute by car. This new re-branding of Wyandanch is focusing on “health,” encouraging people to walk to the train station and anywhere else (at the cost of adding any increased bus service).

G: Of course what lies behind that, right, is this tacit assumption that encouraging walking and burning calories (aka weight) is somehow encouraging being “healthy.” It’s all over this “complete street” plan. For me that’s activating all kinds of nonsense. First off, what the heck is health and being healthy?—A completely narrow cis-white, able-bodied, non-fat, desirable bougie understanding of bodies should look and move like. In this frame, one’s body is assumed to walk, and walk distances without care. Never mind to those of us who walking can be a chore and consume all energy for any physical activity the following day; or those of us who have to worry about being in the wrong place at the wrong time when an officer of the law decides you’re threatening. It not only becomes a regulatory function, controlling habit and behavior, but aesthetic. What adds to the communities “unhealthiness” but the dirty, trash-filled vacant lots, the KFC and McDonald’s (read obesity and diabetes inducing) restaurants (that can’t even stay open), the neon signs that illuminate the rot and trash, etc. Activities well ingrained discourse of blackness and poverty as pathology; as both immediately signifying unhealthy—something to be fixed or cured.

G: This all goes without mentioning the issue of environmental justice surrounding this whole conversation, as exposed in the Wyandanch Rising report: there is a ton of environmental pollution in this rather small hamlet. There are no less than 8 superfund sites alone (5 current, 3 delisted). At large there at 16 sites of known contamination, and 29 potential sites. I’m not a medical professional nor a public health official, but you can’t tell me that can’t have a negative impact on a long-term resident’s health and wellbeing. I also want to mention that as the words to the left point out—developers speak these contaminated sites are known as brownfields. Seriously, peeps… you mean to tell me know one catches the overtones there...
The modern colonization of Long Island, however, was almost the single-handed achievement of one man, Robert Moses (1888–1981). In the early 1920s, as a key advisor to Governor Alfred E. Smith, Moses became obsessed with transforming Long Island after his first visits there. At that time, its residents consisted mostly of insular fishing and farming communities as well as a handful of the so-called Robber Barons of the late 19th century industrial boom. Massive palatial estates dotted the shores of the Island owned by the descendants of great American financial and retail dynasties with names like the Morgan, Vanderbilt, Frick, Tiffany and Woolworth. This is the Long Island of The Great Gatsby and the Gold Coast of the novels. These homes were located.

According to Caro, neither the ultra wealthy nor the parochial villagers of Long Island welcomed outsiders. The Robber Barons would often station armed guards along the rickety roads that led eastward from New York in order to prevent city folk from enjoying the limited public park and beach space on the island. The presence of the Ku Klux Klan was greater in Suffolk County in the 1920s than anywhere else in the state. A large portion of the population of New York City consisted of white-collar workers and industrial employees. The island's appeal was that it provided the seclusion of a middle-class, car and disposable time and income, the need for viable living and public spaces as well. With limited options available, Moses looked east to Long Island to what he called “the inevitable playground for millions of people in the metropolitan area.” By 1924 he had been appointed President of Long Island State Park Commission and had established an ambitious parks proposal before the state legislature. Through a combination of negotiation and repurposing unused public land, Moses was able to break the stronghold of Long Island and open up to New York City additional open space on the island; Jones Beach, Fire Island, the Northern and Southern State Parks, Wantagh State Park and the Long Island Expressway.

But there was very much a dark side to Moses's projects and the extent of his decades-long influence over the metropolitan area. Though he was of Jewish origin, Moses had a noted contempt for those outside the margins of American society, particularly the poor and people of color. For example, he opposed the funding and construction of 235 playgrounds in New York City during the 1930s, only one of which was in the historically African-American and Puerto Rican neighborhood of Harlem. He tried to prevent black and brown New Yorkers from using certain of his public pools by lowering the water temperature, based on his belief that whites could tolerate colder water. He discouraged people of color from using some of his public projects on Long Island by making the bridges on his highways too low for buses to pass, requiring those buses that did manage to make the trip by alternative routes to have special permits to enter state parks, and staffing mostly white lifeguards at the best beaches and black lifeguards at the less popular ones. As one former aide to Moses told Caro, “Well, you know how RM felt about colored people.”

Outside of public spaces, Moses worked hard to make Long Island a largely white, affluent and sprawling suburban appendage to New York City dominated by the automobile. He severely limited commercial zoning on the Island, which meant that city workers had to commute to the city in order to find work. As a vehement opponent of mass transit, he expanded highways while the Long Island Railroad deteriorated and became a permanent punchline. The net effect of Moses’s policies was therefore to ensure that Long Island was a place strictly for middle-class commuting car and home owners. Factors beyond even Moses guaranteed that this demographic was mostly white. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA), established by President Roosevelt in 1934 to help finance mortgages in the midst of the Great Depression, has a long, sordid history of racial discrimination. This legislation was used to uphold what is known as red-lining, the practice of denying certain groups services and privileges available to others, in this case, affordable housing in “good neighborhoods.” Together with broader red-lining tactics, then, Moses’s policies helped to make Long Island one of the most racially segregated suburbs in the country.

It is important for those of us who live, work and study on Long Island to be aware of its often obscured history. Long Island did not become the blank canvas for the white middle-class imagination depicted in the movie Brooklyn by accident. It is the result of an historical process that oppressed and prejudiced some to the benefit of others, a process that continues to affect our lives unequally to this day.

Sources:
4. G. Edward White, Law in American History, Volume I (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), pp. 34-35. This is, for ideological reasons, of course a much contested claim. White notes that it was likely goods valued at 60 guilders by the Dutch that would have been ‘exchanged’ for Manhattan. Those European goods (probably mainly cloth and metal), rare for the indigenous people, would therefore have had a different, higher valuation from their perspective. However, he claims that the idea of an irreversible transfer of complete private ownership over a portion of land would have been totally foreign to the Native Americans involved.
6. The FHA Mortgage Underwriting Manuals of 1936, 1938 and 1939 all explicitly discourage racial integration as a public danger. They are available at (http://whsali.net/–wendyloftink/DeedWeb/index.htm). The federal government would address this issue until the 1968 Fair Housing Act.
The Palestinian Struggle

Origins:

In the early 20th century, Palestine was part of the Ottoman Empire. The Palestinian people were in control of their land and during this time, Jews, Christians and Muslims coexisted peacefully. With the Ottoman Empire’s defeat in the first world war, the British Empire mandated Palestine. In 1917, the British Foreign Secretary, Arthur Balfour promised support to establish a Jewish homeland to Walter Rothschild who was the leader for the British Jewish community. This is known as the Balfour Declaration and is highly unjust because the indigenous people (Palestinians) had no say in the matter. With the British in control, the Balfour Declaration took effect and massive immigration of the Jewish people to Palestine took place. This is the birth and action of Zionism.

Zionism is fierce Jewish nationalism with the belief that the Jewish people’s homeland is in Palestine. With Zionism comes fierce militarism, ethnic cleansing, apartheid, extrajudicial killings, collective punishment, illegal settlement expansion, colonialism etc. In 1948, Jewish terrorist groups Irgun and Stern Gang, used violent tactics against the Palestinians and the waning British power to create Israel. The creation of Israel was only possible because of the Nakaba which means “the Catastrophe”. During the Nakaba over 500 Palestinian villages were destroyed, about 10,000 Palestinians went missing or dead and over 1 million Palestinians became refugees. In 1967, what remained of Palestine was the West Bank and the Gaza strip as the rest was taken by Israel. Stern Gang and Irgun eventually became the Israeli “Defense” Force.

For years to come the Palestinian people have been victims to an illegal occupation and unilateral warfare. To this day people in the West Bank have been forced to go through checkpoints within their own land. Within the West Bank, Israel builds illegal settlements for new Jewish immigrants and Settlers to come in on Palestinian land. This settlement building is an expansion technique to dissolve the West Bank and expand a greater Israel. IDF (Israeli “Defense” Force) is also present in the West Bank and commits acts of extrajudicial killings and administrative detention. Palestinians that go through

Dialogue:

G: This is probably the most money they’ve received in public funds...and for what? What’s the public good being served? What does the community actually need?
R: This can hardly be called a public project when 82% of the funding is private and a potential new source of revenue for the community (the parking lot) is actually privately owned.
G: Revitalization is just a way to say rebranding for displacement.
R: What’s lower-income? Who can afford that? What’s less than $1000-95? We can’t afford that.
G: I can’t I work full time at living wage (~$15/hr).
R: How can a single mother on $11 afford it?
G: Yeah, so let’s take a minute to talk about that. All over the Wyandanch Rising plan is mention of aesthetic—not just mention, but straight up dictation of what kinds of aesthetic actually support “revitalization” and “development.” As the Hughes article highlights, folks attached to this project went as far as changing building codes to control store and business owners choice of lighting schema, in the reports language:

“Proposed neon signage is required to go through the full review process, using neon tubes to outline the perimeter of show windows is discouraged. Flashing signs, moving signs, signs with moving lights or digital/electronic displays should be prohibited by the Town of Babylon Wyandanch Overlay District Code.”

Not to mention specific restrictions on exterior building facade materials:

“Natural materials are preferred, such as engraved and painted wood, Bas Relief carved wood, Engraved stone, porcelain enamel, individual cast metal letters, and stainless steel or other metals for building of architectural character which depend on these materials for their distinctive style, such as iconoclastic/theme signage.”

This further underscores R.’s point about who gets to feel “safe” and “welcome” in this new downtown (...built from scratch -lol-). These mandates on material and signs is an attempt to force a false nostalgic romanticization of an early historic moment (pristine colonial moment) of sophistication and elegance, i.e. white and bougie.

R: That concrete square? That’s not a real park...ice skating where is that? And where’s the summer concerts?
G: That little wooden thing in the center that looks like a bus stop—-that’s the bandstand I guess
G: So just confirming that is about displacement for anyone curious...gentrification ideology alive a well...
40 acre- $500 mill development via the Albanese Organization, Russel Albanese: “All these pieces will go hand in hand to help revitalize the place.” **$93 Million in public funds for project**

"In a Long Island Hamlet, a Downtown Is Being Built From Scratch," NYT by C. J. HUGHES SEPT. 30, 2014: **As a condition of receiving public money, 123 units are reserved for lower income levels; 1,000 applications for them were received this summer. The cheapest one-bedrooms will cost less than $1,000 a month, Mr. Albanese said. The market-rate units, which will start at around $1,500 for a unit of the same size, will be leased this fall.**

(Applied) Apartments start at $957 per month, “low-income” are lottery, total 91 units in each building, 61 in one, 53 in the other for income-constricted units with 600 applications so far...1550 1/1 bed/bath, 2500 3bed/2bath...geiger lake memorial park revitalization...Max affordable is $52,000/year with 4 people.

All businesses who occupy the new development will receive a 15 year tax abatement. In preparation of the development’s completion, building were rewritten, changed, and/or altered- ex: no neon band on signs....

A part of the development plan, a “Public park...” would be constructed...including band stand for year around music nights, and space for an ice skating rink in the winter...

Archive:

checkpoints need special papers and traveling becomes very difficult. A regular 20-minute commute can become 2 hours for Palestinians and the IDF can deny any Palestinian from entering in the checkpoint. With administrative detention, any Palestinian can be taken into custody without any stated charge.

There is also an Apartheid Wall built by Israel which is a separation barrier between the West Bank and the rest of Israel. It is also a land grab as the wall spans within Palestinian territory. Within Israel, the Palestinian people face over 50 discriminatory laws and are treated like 3rd class citizens. The Palestinians living in Gaza have to deal with the worst conditions. Since the democratically elected Hamas came to power, Israel has put a blockade on Gaza making it almost impossible for dire resources and aid to come in. Along with the blockade, Israel launches massive unilateral offensive strikes upon Gaza. The most recent offensive was in 2014 where Israel shot missiles and carpet bombed the region killing over 2000 innocent civilians. About 70 percent of the people that died during the offensive were civilians and Gaza was bombed back into the stone age. What is left of Gaza due to the blockade and multiple offensives is 70 percent unemployment, 50 percent of children with PTSD and 30 percent of adults with PTSD. The Palestinian people have only 15 percent of their land left. They face apartheid everyday and are in desperation to survive and liberate their land.

Stony Brook SJP is an activist group on campus speaking out against the atrocities and war crimes the Palestinian people face. We believe in a one state solution with equal rights for the Palestinian people and equal protections. We also advocate for the right to return for over 6 million displaced Palestinian refugees. SBU: SJP acts as a voice for the Palestinian people and look to educate the campus on current events and history of the struggle. We take part in protests, educational events, demonstrations and BDS. BDS is the Boycott Divestment Sanctions movement which aims to boycott Israeli goods that fund the occupation and IDF and divests from any Israeli events because we do not recognize Israel as a legitimate state. We do not believe in any cooperation with any Zionist group. We will not stop working until Palestine is free from the river to the sea.

(NYTimes)
This sets the stage for Sustainable Long Island’s Wyandanch Rising project as it was coming of age. It was conceptualized as “community visioning process,” that fit its larger mission by pulling together youth, residents, clergy, business owners, and community leaders from Wyandanch to articulate a vision of the future. It captured by The Wyandanch Plan: Wyandanch Rising. Most of the plan translated from the vision shared by the community focused on “cleaning up” the business corridor center on Straight Path which included make it more pedestrian and bike friendly, installing new street lighting, changing building codes, and guidelines, and restarting a business association that could in turn help fund community programing (musical performances, art displays etc.) The plan also emphasizes the need to fix vital sewage infrastructure, address the area’s numerous “brownfields,” and encourage development directed by “Transit-oriented Development” or TOD by building up dense multi-use building near the LIRR station.

To scope out for a moment, a Brownfield is development speak that is shorthand to describe “…abandoned, idle, or under-used industrial and commercial facilities where expansion or redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination,” as highlighted by the Wyandanch Rising report. In Wyandanch alone, there are five active and three delisted superfund sites, along with a number of potential or assumed contaminated sites at various levels of classifications (as depicted in the map watermarked behind the text on the previous two pages.

Enter the business end of this “revitalization” push:

The Albanese Organization, Inc. (for-profit) (Feature On Cover)
Conifer construction and management (for-profit) “FULL SERVICE APPROACH WHAT WE DEVELOP, WE BUILD – WHAT WE BUILD, WE OWN – WHAT WE OWN, WE MANAGE”
Allpro Parking (for-profit): The initial plan written for Wyandanch Rising suggested the following “Restrict certain amount of parking closest to Straight Path (particularly the spaces along the tracks) for short-term shopper use. Meters could be erected if the demand became great enough to warrant. Receipts from charges could go to support the Wyandanch community’s revitalization efforts. One possibility is to set up a Business Improvement District as repository of the parking receipts.” In place of this suggestion, Allpro parking provided the parking structure that Bellone called for in 2009—however at $70 for a monthly parking pass or $10 daily it is hardly accessible to residents. Residents of the town of Babylon can get a resident parking permit for free, but these “free spaces” are actually just two unpaved and unlit lots far behind the train station.

R: Let’s start at the beginning. So, this is Wyandanch Rising
G: Yepppp, of course. Ties, Suits, Professional Whiteness. Done. IT BLOWS MY MIND because my initial reaction is- awesome, cool, people doing some transformative stuff. ‘Rising’ for me indicates some degree of justice-based mass movement work— you know the kind of work that empowered people. Then we stumbled onto the Wyandanch Rising project page and that was the beginning of the end. We ended up finding the same crap that animates gentrification everywhere with its implicit acceptance of displacement all wrapped-up in the feel-good neoliberal logics of “investment” and “development.”

R: As someone who only in the past few years have lived on Long Island, it was immediately clear through a quick search through local history and news articles that both the larger LI community and the town of Babylon recognizes that Wyandanch is a place in need of structural change. You would think that what has been consistently known to be one of the most impoverished places on LI would be the seat of radical political work—and it has been historically—but in light of what in reality became of “Wyandanch Rising,” it seems like that initially transformative project has been co-opted. It now appears as a failed attempt to gentrify the area and privatize what should have been public services and projects.

G: There’s something particularly powerful about that co-option. In many ways it’s represented in the project’s neoliberal turn to deploy “Rising”; the name itself co-ops the discourses that circulate through and around mass movement, community-based empowerment to shroud what is the public subsidization of a private displacement that’s true aim is to not invest in the community that’s there, but build the structures for the citizen-consumers that will replace them (read: whiter, wealthier, “healthier,” younger, more-educated, professional). To add to the violent irony, these projects are not only financially inaccessible to most of the existing community, but convert many public spaces and resources into sites for private profit-making.

R: It has to do with what is considered to be the public “good.” You would hope that the public good would have to do with improving the lives of those who inhabit that place—the people who urged for change in the first place. However, what we see in gentrification and “urban development” plans is an agenda couched in the terms of “renewal,” “access,” “reinvestment, but who are are these increased services and improvements aimed at? In reality, business, wealthy folks, people who can come in and “clean up” and “turnaround” a “blighted” space. What we see in both the initial planning for Wyandanch rising, and in comments from politicians, is a focus on changing the aesthetic “look” to something more “safe” and “respectable” such that certain kinds of bodies and people feel safe to shop, buy land, buy homes, and invest their money.

G: Before we go any further, we should take a minute to sketch how we get to the above...The symbolic figure that begins this dialogue and that literally depicts what we talk about Wyandanch Rising...but rather those who run the Albanese Organization, Inc., “a privately held, full-service real estate firm dedicated to creating commercial and residential buildings of distinction, quality and architectural merit that optimize value, are environmentally responsible, and enhance the communities in which they are located.” How does Wyandanch Rising becomes this? That is the question!

Somewhere along the line in actuating the Wyandanch Rising plan and vision, it was contracted out the Albanese Organization. In the space we have, we want unpack these conditions.
What is Wyandanch? Who Lives (Lived) Here?

The hamlet of Wyandanch is located within the Township of Babylon, situated between Deer Park and Farmingdale to the east and west respectively, and Wheatley Heights and West Babylon to the north and south. The hamlet was named after Chief Wyandanch of the Montaukett peoples who lived in the surrounding area up until the 17th century. The land was bought by Jacob Conklin who had an estate in what is now Wheatley Heights. Being some of the richest farmland on Long Island, the area had a large draw on immigrants--particularly German and Austrian American initially--who were looking outside NYC for land and space to make a better life than what the city could offer through industrial work in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The Wyandanch LIRR stop (initially called West Deer Park) was established in 1903. With the added easy transport to Manhattan (only an hour ride to Penn Station) the area continued to be appealing. During the 1920s, black folks from NYC began emigrating to Wyandanch trying to find land to build their own homes. Mortimer Cumberbach and Ignatius Davidson started a cement block business in 1928, and as late as the 1950s the C & D Cement Block was the only large business owned and operated by African-Americans in Suffolk County. From 1910-1940 Italian-Americans also settled in the area and during those years owned almost all of the businesses in Wyandanch. In the 1940s Latinx folks settled in the area for easy commute to the numerous mental health hospitals in the area where there were many job opportunities.

A development called “Carver Park” established in 1951 was one of the first non-segregated housing developments in the area. Carver Park consisted of 72 ranch style homes located on what is now the northern section of Straight Path in Wyandanch. The construction of this and a few other “interracial housing” developments eligible for post-WWII veteran benefits and low federal loan opportunities is what lead to Wyandanch moving from a majority white working class community in 1950 to a majority black working class community by 1960. As redlining practices continued and intensified, Wyandanch was one of the only places black folks could buy a home on Long Island. Today Wyandanch remains the most impoverished hamlet on Long Island.

What’s the deal?

The present worry of folks thinking through the future development of Long Island is how to balance the now aging community of the majority of LI with encouraging new younger folks to start families and buy property to boost local economies. As many “young professionals” who grew up on LI are moving to NYC for more densely populated transit oriented living arrangements—there is a push to create these conditions, in particularly strategically situated LI towns, to bring these young professionals back to LI.

There have been numerous recent developments to “revitalize downtowns,” particularly in towns with LIRR stops and near water-fronts, to draw in younger residents. The group spearheading this push is Sustainable Long Island, self-described as, “a (non-profit) advanced econ development focused on sustainability/ecological preservations...started by, a group of environmentalists, civil rights advocates, philanthropists, developers, business people and civic leaders.” Some places that have recently seen these kinds of developments are Patchogue, Greater Bellport, Bethpage, Copiague, Elmont, Farmingville, Freeport, Huntington, Town of Islip, Long Beach, Middle Country, New Cassel, North Amityville, Port Washington, Roosevelt, and Wyandanch.

Before Sustainable LI launch its Wyandanch Rising project, this was doing all too well. Around 2009, Steve Bellone, the former supervisor of the Town of Babylon, in response to the growing concerns of residents from Wyandanch complaining of the inadequate sewage system, brownfields, poverty, and weak infrastructure said to a NYT reporter: “It’s not just about getting one ball rolling,” he said. “The reason why these projects usually don’t happen is because you have to keep 50 balls moving at once. We’ve put in colonial lighting; we have a new clock. We’ve put in decorative planters and receptacles and hanging flower baskets.”

But, he said, “we’ve also been doing the planning and design work and grant work necessary to lay the foundation for more structural change” – in Wyandanch’s case, this means financing for environmental studies of the sewers and a design for a parking plaza at the L.I.R.R. station.

Asked about details like flower baskets and planters, Mr. Bellone acknowledges that “people may say, ‘Well, those are just aesthetics – they’re small.’ But what they’ve done is to demonstrate that there is a commitment there, that things are happening.”

In addition to these dynamics at play, Wyandanch was a place particularly hit hard by the 2008 housing crisis: “In 2007, the median cost of a house in Wyandanch was $291,500. It dropped to $245,000 in 2008, and to $186,900 through the end of May 2009.”